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Kintsugi (kin-sue-ghee) is the Japanese tradition and art of mending broken pottery. The cracks created when something is broken are filled with gold or silver so that the item can still be used moving forward. This art form encourages growth, acceptance of flaws, and the opportunity to see the beauty in diversity.
Topics to Cover for Today:

• Overview of Disability and Harm Reduction
  – Impact vs. Intention

• Implicit Bias and Stigma Towards the Disabled Community

• Common Myths and Stigmas
  – The Concept of Consent
  – Self-Advocacy vs. Youth-Advocate

• Intersection of Disability and:
  – LGBTQ Population
  – Sexuality
  – Sexual Violence/Abuse

• Vulnerable vs. Uninformed

• Next Steps - What Can You Do?
Why Do I Need to Be Aware of Disability Inclusion?

How Does This Apply to ME and the Work I Do?
From 2015 through 2019, just over 210,000 persons with one or more disabilities resided in Maine

- This is equal to about **16% of its civilian non-institutionalized population of 1.3 million**.
- This proportion was higher than that of the United States, where an estimated 13% of residents had a disability.

In Maine and the U.S., about half of residents with a disability are of working age (18 to 64 years)
In 2019–20, the number of students ages 3–21 who received special education services under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) was 7.3 million, or 14% of all public school students.

In Maine, students enrolled in Special Education Services:

• In middle school are between 8.6% – 8.8% of the 12-14 age range group of school-age students

• In high school are between 7%-8.2% of the 15-17 range group of school-age students
Assessing Your Comfort Level with Disability
Levels of Comfort

Diving off the Diving Board: You feel confident coaching others

Standing on the Diving Board: You have been in this situation many times before and feel confident addressing this solo

Rung 9
Rung 8
Rung 7
Rung 6

Rung 5: Somewhat comfortable in this situation with support

Rung 4
Rung 3
Rung 2

Standing on the Ground: Not at all comfortable in this situation
What is Your Comfort Level with...

(1) Answering honestly when someone asks if they have a disability
(2) Understanding what a reasonable accommodation is

(3) Adapting content to be disability friendly
(4) Discussing different types of disabilities
(5) Reading through an IEP (Individualized Education Plan)
(6) Educating peers about accommodations

(7) Having a class-wide discussion about disability, differences, similarities, and respect
(8) Feeling comfortable saying "I don't know" if asked a question about disability you don't know the answer to
What is Your Comfort Level with...

(9) Talking to a person with a disability about sexual and reproductive health

(10) Working with a young person on their plans for the future that are both affirming and realistic

What Does It All Mean? What's Next?

Use the questions below to have an honest conversation about how it felt to complete this activity, what you have learned about yourself, and what this means for goal setting moving forward.

What is one statement you felt the most comfortable with?

What is one statement that made you nervous or uncomfortable?

How can you use the comfort and experience level of your peers to navigate potential situations in the future?

What has this activity taught you about yourself that you can focus on moving forward?

What has this activity taught you about your co-workers that will be helpful in the future?
**Disability**

ADA defines disability as a mental or physical impairment that substantially limits or impacts one or more major life activities that impact daily living.

This can include someone who:
- Has a history or record of an impairment
- Is a person who is perceived by others to have an impairment

The ADA does not specifically list out all impairments that fall under the disability category, however disability categories often include:
- Physical
- Chronic Health Condition
- Emotional
- Mental Health
- Intellectual
- Developmental
- Visual
- Auditory

**Harm Reduction**

Aims to decreasing adverse (negative) consequences or outcomes for those with disabilities:
- Policies
- Behaviors
- Social consequences
- Economic consequences

For today’s purposes, harm reduction focuses on reducing negative outcomes related to perception of people with disabilities.
- Stereotypes
- Assumptions
- Narrative creation about a person’s experiences/diagnoses
Implicit Bias 101: Disability Population

• Stereotype-confirming thoughts
  – When your brain notices patterns and establishes generalizations
  – These generalizations lead to overgeneralization – which creates bias and discrimination

• People with implicit bias are not outwardly prejudiced
  – Thoughts and subconscious behavior are learned early and can carry through adulthood
Intention vs. Impact

“The overall message in all of these conversations is that when someone does something hurtful or offensive to another person, the [committer's] intent is not what's most important when gauging the appropriateness of an action -- in fact, many would say that it is inherently privileged to redirect the focus of a conversation to the [committer’s] (presumably harmless) intentions, rather than focusing on the feelings and experiences of the person who has been harmed.

So, the point is that we really need to focus on impact, not intent. Was someone hurt by something? Was there a negative outcome? Did someone suffer? If so, that is what’s important.”

- Melanie Tannenbaum
Addressing Myths and Stereotypes

Inaccurate Assumptions and How They Negatively Impact People with Disabilities
### True or False Activity

**Common Thoughts**

Let's look at some statements regarding people with disabilities.

What might impact our answers?

- Knowledge of disability history
- Personal comfort levels
- Personal values/beliefs
- Community values/beliefs
- Societal values/beliefs

### Is It True? Is It False?

When deciding if this statement is true or false, keep the following in mind:

- Is this true of an entire population?
- Am I basing my answer on someone I know personally or my own personal values/beliefs?
  
  - Is that putting a limitation on a whole population of people?
  
  - Is this enhancing my understanding of common myths or stigmas?

### Exceptions to the Rule

For any general rule or statement, there is the possibility of exceptions.

There may be some individuals who fall outside of the true/false statement.

This is OKAY.

People with disabilities are all independent of each other – what works for one, may not work for another. The road to success will look different for everyone.

This is EXPECTED***
People with disabilities cannot give consent.
Self-Advocacy and Decision-Making

Self-Advocacy:
(1) Knowing what you want as a unique individual = making decisions
(2) Expressing those needs and wants to others based on your own discretion
(3) Asking for assistance and support when it is needed
People with disabilities can’t understand someone without a disability.
People with disabilities can be part of the LGBTQ community.
AN ESTIMATED 3-5 MILLION LGBT PEOPLE HAVE DISABILITIES

2 in 5 transgender adults\(^1\) & 1 in 4 LGB adults\(^2\) in California reported having a disability

...compared to **27.2%** of the general population\(^4\)

- 40% of bisexual men
- 36% of lesbian women
- 36% of bisexual women
- 26% of gay men\(^2\) in Washington

Note: current estimates suggest there are between 9-11 million LGBT adults in the United States. Assuming that approximately one in four have a disability, we estimate there are between 3-5 million LGBT people with a disability.
Content Warning: Mention/Statistics for Violent Crimes, Sexual Assault, and Domestic Violence
People with disabilities have sexual urges.
It’s OK to abuse people with disabilities – they don’t understand what’s happening anyway.
Let’s Review Some Statistics:

- Maine currently ranks 16th in the nation for the rate of women killed by men (domestic homicide).
- Most of the time, women are murdered by men they know.
- People with disabilities (not institutionalized) are 2-3 times more likely to experience violent crimes.
- People with disabilities (not institutionalized) are at 40% greater risk of intimate partner violence, especially severe violence.
- In 2018, data from people age 12+ showed that 31.8% of men with a disability experienced violent victimization, versus 14.1% of men without a disability.
- In 2018, data from people age 12+ showed that 32.8% of women with a disability experienced violent victimization, versus 11.4% of women without a disability.
- There is increased risk of violence for intersecting populations (BIPOC, LGBTQ+, non-citizens).
Content Warning: Ableist Violence by Caregivers/Filicide
Why Does Disability Change Public Perception?

Murder-Suicide: How Disabled People Feel

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner

When you romanticize a man murdering his sick wife, you make misogynistic violence within intimate partner relationships between men and women acceptable. This is Exhibit A of how intertwined ableism and patriarchy is. twitter.com/corinaknoll/st...

4:57 PM · Dec 29, 2019

11.8K 2.6K people are Tweeting about this

s.e. smith @sesmith

Replying to @sesmith

It also has huge intimate violence implications which is something I NEVER see people talk about in cases like this. If a non-disabled person killed a non-disabled partner and then died by suicide, people would (rightly) be up in arms. So what changes with disability in the mix?

2:54 PM · Dec 29, 2019

2.5K people are Tweeting about this

Keah Brown @Keah_Maria

Me: stop romanticizing the murder of disabled/ill people

Twitter: You have no idea the toll it takes to care for a disabled person!!! It's none of your business!

Me, a disabled person: You have no idea how it feels to have your life boiled down to being WORTHY OF MURDER

10:08 AM · Dec 30, 2019

12.2K 2.5K people are Tweeting about this

Disabled people are at radically increased risk of intimate violence, as well as financial control and other forms of abuse. Glossing over that in a story about a man who killed his wife is, if I may be blunt, pretty problematic.
People with disabilities only date other people with disabilities.
Disability and Dating: Glee

As a kid, did you expect to enter an interabled relationship when you grew up?
I hoped for it, but as a kid, I didn’t think about it a whole lot. Society pumped into me the idea that as someone living with a disability, I wasn’t really a valuable partner. On some level, I definitely internalized that idea and saw myself as not very valuable. It wasn’t until later that I realized how damaging that idea was and could begin looking at myself in a healthier way.

How much did social expectations of masculinity influence that?
A ton. We have these really old ideas about what a man needs to be in the relationship. He has to be physically protective and do all the manual labor. It’s all, in my opinion, silly. But as a young person I didn’t have that awareness that it was silly. I just thought, Well, I can’t hold her hand the normal way so I must not be valuable.
How Do These Myths and Facts Impact Perceived Value for Someone with a Disability?

As it relates to:

(1) Value as a person with a disability?
(2) Value as a sexual partner?
(3) Having the same access to education and resources as someone who is not disabled?
(4) Value as a partner or spouse?
(5) Value as a parent?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived as a Vulnerable Population</th>
<th>Perceived as an Uninformed Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information is withheld/lack of education</td>
<td>Education and knowledge transfer is prioritized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher risk for abuse or assault</td>
<td>Lower risk of abuse or assault because individuals are informed and have practiced important skills related to consent, identifying red flags, and making healthy decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less likely to know their rights</td>
<td>More likely to know their rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less likely to know how to self-advocate and do so</td>
<td>More likely to know how to self-advocate, be a self-advocate, and reach out for support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young adults and adults are infantilized and treated like children (often and particularly if their disability is I/DD)</td>
<td>Age appropriate education and resources are provided based on chronological age. Adapting resources to make them accessible based on disability is step two of this process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights and freedoms are restricted or taken away in the “name of safety”</td>
<td>Safeguards are put in place, with direction from the individual, to ensure rights are intact if assistance or support is needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Key Takeaways

People with disabilities have similar desires, wants, needs, goals, and expectations when it comes to:

• Sexuality
• Relationships and Friendships
• Acceptance
• Access to essential education/resources
• Future Goals
• Decision-Making and Independence
What Now?

Identifying the tools needed to create a different narrative surrounding disability.

- Identify the urge to gate-keep people with disabilities when it comes to sexual health information.
- Determine how to create accessible resources & education for various disability types.
- Learn more about disability history and language. Why may this play into our implicit biases?
- Attend trainings and professional development ideally led by disabled people.
- Determine how people with disabilities fit into your communities and organizations. Are they included in sexual health education? Are they served by community organizations? Are they taught about consent?
Resources

• Disability and the LGBTQ Population: https://bit.ly/LGBTQandDisability
• Sexuality and Disability in Media: https://bit.ly/RepresentationinTVandFilm
• The Harm of Using “Mental Age” Theory: http://bit.ly/HarmfulMentalAgeTheory
• Affect the Verb (photos by and of people with disabilities): www.affecttheverb.com
Questions?
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